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Overview

The global crisis, which was followed by the global shutdown, had a significant impact on organizational and workforce attitudes. Many organizations have adopted hybrid work models to address the challenges posed by the shift in attitude, resulting in a greater reliance on workspace services.

Key factors influencing the growth of WaaS

- Rising adoption of BYOD across different industries
- Sustainability is a key focus to reduce the carbon footprint
- Boosting employee productivity
- IT security modernization and rapid delivery
- Business continuity planning to address future uncertainties
- Employee experience is critical for organizations
- Adoption of human-centric work models

90% employers are planning to adopt hybrid working model for their knowledge workers in 2022

59% would only consider a new position or job that allows work from a location of choice

69% of organizations are accelerating their spend in digital tools and solutions in 2022

39% knowledge workers would leave if organizations insist on a ‘hard return’ to fully on-site work.

64% would only consider a new position or job that allows work flexible hours

Source: Gartner
Empowering organizations with Fluid Digital Workspaces

HCLTech LibreSpace is an end-to-end ‘workspace-as-a-service’ offering powered by Dell and VMware that enables enterprises to embrace the digital world while delivering a superior user experience.

The solution provides a smart and secure workspace by aligning disparate solutions to meet the unique needs of the modern workforce and IT and delivers centralized management, automated process implementation and operations. It enables enterprises to achieve new levels of agility and productivity while also transforming the entire workplace experience and providing hybrid workers with a truly fluid digital workplace.

Key components

- **Accelerate experiences**
  Workspaces with in-built intelligence enhance user engagement and productivity

- **Modernized security**
  ZTNA & SASE continually builds trust at each touchpoint

- **Business-enabling workspaces**
  Modern IT Infrastructure with an agile architecture to support operation in times of crisis
Kickstarting your sustainability journey

**Low energy devices**
Enabling shift from energy-intensive desktops and high-performance processors to more energy-efficient devices such as thin clients

**Enhanced lifecycle**
Enabling carbon zero cloud computing
Application modernization, leading to lower energy consumption and carbon emissions

**Reducing commuting emissions**
Computing resources can be easily scaled up or down to meet the requirements

Work from anywhere on any device, while reducing energy consumption and carbon emissions

---

Key features

- Built on VMware Workspace One & Horizon & Dell HCLTech cloud platform, HCLTech LibreSpace provides application, data access on Dynamic Workspace

- AI / ML managed secure workspace provides predictive analytics to minimize downtime risks and associated costs

- Unified cloud management help IT admins optimize Dev/Ops operation and multi-site capability planning

- Persona led approach to streamline the workspace for the end-users to get the best experience across the devices and increase productivity and satisfaction

- Agile subscription model offered through a variety of consumer and financial models to address Infrastructure as a Code across Private, Public & a hybrid solution to maximize the value of the investment

- Maximize productivity by adopting the low code/no-code process automation, sustainability and collaborative well-being program

- Dynamic workspace to embrace hybrid working by delivering maximum flexibility with ZTNA and SASE security and maximizing costly long-term overhead
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Why partner with us?

**Partnership of Leaders:** Market leaders in Digital Workplace Services, Hyper Converged Infrastructure and Virtualization

**Innovative Fluid Digital Workspace Construct:** A true hybrid solution delivering intuitive, personalized workspaces on-demand while maintaining premium user experience for all personas

**Co-developed, potent solution:** Extensively tested, foolproof solution backed by proven VMware Workspace One & Horizon & Dell HCLTech cloud Platform augmented by HCL IPs

**As-a-Service model:** A hassle-free digital workplace transformation solution in OPEX model delivered by HCLTech as a completely managed service

**Swift & empathetic transformation:** Rapid deployment with compassionate change management to help businesses transition without disrupting user productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Billion USD Partnership</th>
<th>Joint Customers</th>
<th>360° partnership across all sales motions</th>
<th>Trained Resources</th>
<th>Strategic Engineering and Global Experience Labs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150+ for DELL</td>
<td></td>
<td>20,000+ for DELL and 8000+ for VMWARE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70+ for VMWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HCLTech is a global technology company, home to 222,000+ people across 60 countries, delivering industry-leading capabilities centered around digital, engineering and cloud, powered by a broad portfolio of technology services and products. We work with clients across all major verticals, providing industry solutions for Financial Services, Manufacturing, Life Sciences and Healthcare, Technology and Services, Telecom and Media, Retail and CPG, and Public Services. Consolidated revenues as of 12 months ending December 2022 totaled $12.3 billion. To learn how we can supercharge progress for you, visit hcltech.com.